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This work is an application of a technique dereloped by Stanford
Research Institute for deteralnlng the characteristics of low-frequency
dlpole-type antennas by electrostatic measurenents . SpeclTlcally it
conceinis the variation in the radiation patterns of low-frequency
aircraft antennas due to the airframe confIgtiration and the location
on a particular airfrane. The different configurations are sinulated
by adding wing, tail surfaces and nacelles in yarylng combinations to
a slender prolate spheroid. The experimental results inclxxle a
oonparison of mock-up iteasxireBents with actual aircraft model measure-
ents.
The writer wishes to acknowledge the contributions made to this
work by the members of the Aircraft Radiation Systems Laboratoz^ at
Stanford Research Institute. Particular thanks are due to Dr. J. T.
Bolljahn and Mr. R. F. Reese for their many discussicns and suggestions
on both the practical and the theoretical aspects concerned.
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The Beasxirenect of low frequency dlpole-tjpe antenna characterlstio
uaing electrostatic technlqiies It a recent development in antenna
research. The analogue technique has been used bj Bolljahn \l\ and
Reese (^5J to provide design information for a nimber of specific aircraft
antenna installations. The use of this technique is not limited solelj
to aircraft, but maj be applied to any antenna installation in which
the dimensions of both the antenna and the boiy on which It is mounted
are ssMdl relative to a wavelength at the operating frequency. The
information obtained from electrostatic measurements is the effect of
the conducting body on the sensitivity and the radiation pattern of
any dipole-type antenna. This knowledge icay be applied to an antenna
of specific site and shape in order to evaluate its characteristics
and compare them with the desired specifications.
Since the antennas to which this technique is applicable are
soall, the radiation {>attem is that of a siicple dipole. The only
effect of the conducting body is to vary the orientation of the pattern
for various locations on the body. The oombination of the antenna and
e
the conducting body form what may be termed as equivalent dipole. The
angle by which the axis of this equivalent dipole departs from a vertical
orientation is of particular interest in the placement of ADF sense
antennas on aircraft. This angle of tilt must be small or erroneoxis
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currature of the conducting body at any point causes an intensifioatlon
of the field nomal to the surface at that point. This results in an
increase in the sensitivity of an antenna nounted at that location when
ooapsLTed with its sensitivity to an incident wave v^ilt Bounted on flat
ground plane. The ratio of the field normal to the surface of the con-
ducting body to the unlfora field in which the body is imersed is a
direct Beasure of this increase in sensitivity. This ratio is called
the curvature factor and is a function of the aircraft configuration
as well as the location on any sp>«cifio airfraae.
The ability to predict acre accurately the radiation character-
istics of an antenna on a particxilar aircraft would be ertrenely use-
ful in preliminary discussions and planning prior to Baking Beasurements
on the actual Bodel. This investigatioo is intended to Bake such
predictions possible by observing the effects of the various Bajor air-
fraae coBponents as they are added to the fuselage or coabined in various
ways to siBolate existing aircraft configurations.
The initial step in the investigation is a discussion of the theory
of sBall dipole-type antennas and a Justification of the quasi-static
approach to the problea. The quasi-static solutions for siiiple anteoMt
oonfigxirations aire used to define a new sensitivity parajceter for
antennas. An experiaental technique suggested \j the theoretical dis-
cussion is outlined and the facilities required to inpleBent this
technique are discussed. The experiaental results include the slnxilated
aircraft measurements and Beasurenents of actual aircraft. The use of




aircraft characteristics is denonstrat^d . Thes« predictions are compared
with the neasurwiMnts obtained from actual models and the probable reasons
for discrepancies between the p)redicted and the measured resxilts are
indicated. The final discussion concerns the refinenents in prediction
which are possible bj correlating the results of this study with past
and future data obtained fron actual Bodels.
a^.
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CHAPTER II
THEORY CF SMALL DIPOLL-TYPE ANTENNAS
The propertiee of saaLll antennas of the dlpole-tTpe hare been
reported in an extenalTe study by J. T, Bolljahn [jzl of the Stanford
Rtaearch Institute. This sectloo is a sunaoary of the portion of the
abore report pertinent to this investigation. It contains the derelop-
ect and justification of the electrostatic solution for small antenna
characteristics azKl the theoretical definition of the qantities which
ay be determined using this technique. The figures and ovrrea referred
to in the discussion hare been taken froB the aboTe report with the
kind pen&ission of Stanford Research Institute and Dr. Bolljahn.
1. The Equivalent Qenerator Circuit
The anteniias under investigation in this study are those for
vhich both the antenna size dZkd the diaensions of airfraoe on which it
is mounted are saall relative to the operating wave length. This situa-
tion is encountered in sense antennas for aircraft ADF systems and also
for LORAN antennas on aircraft. Figure 1 shows the equivalent genera-
tor circuit coranonly associated with this type antenna. The source
impedeince is equal to the driving point impedance of the antenna and
the generated voltage is proportional to the amplitude of the inci-
dent wave.
For an antenna with a matchei load the proportionality existing
between the equivalent open-circuit generator voltage and the Incident






E n/ a (1)
whar*
oo • EquiTalent open-circuit generator voltage (Volta)
E m Amplitude of the incident electric field (Volts/Meter)
B^ m Resistance conponent of antenna impedance (Ohat)
i s ReceiriBg crossection of antenna (Meters^)
tl m 120 Ctma
The factor A contains the functional depeikience of the ratio oo
the antenna orientation relative to the direction of propa^tion and
the polarization of the incident wave. The a:cimuD value of the ratio
is designated by the tern "effective length", sTabolicallj abbreviated
1«. Thus
For linear antennas the value of 1^ is simplj related to the
antenna dimensions; but for other types, such as a cavity antenna, ther«
exists no such simple relation. The use of the alternative form of
equivalent generator oirouit shown in Figtu*e 2 makes it possible to
define a sensitivity pcLraneter for any small dipole-type antenna. This
oiroxilt consists of an infinite iinpedanoe current generator ahxmted by
an admittance equal to the antenna driving-point admittance. The
magnitude of the generator current is equal to the current which would
flow through the antenna terminals if these were short circuited. The
use of this form of equivalent generator makes calculation of the genm-
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Suppose a uniform static elaotrlc fl«ld Is Impressed such that it
strikes a conducting sheet normally as shown in Figure 3. If the
terminals of the flush antenna are short circuited, az>d If the gap width
is cmlII relatire to the else of the opening in the sheet, the electric
field will be uniform except for small pertxxrbations in the vicinity of
the gap. The charge induced on the antenna by the Impressed field is
giren by
where
q s Induced charge (Coulombs)
to u Dielectric constant of free spaoe (Farads/Meter)
lo Magnituie of incident static field (Volts/Meter)
S Area enclosed by slot (Meters^)
If the impressed field is now allowed to rary slowly in a periodic
fashion such that
E = Eo ci*-^ U)
then the current through the shorted antenna terminals is giren by
Xj = jiA^c^ - J£A>£.ES (5)
where
Ig s EquiTalent generator current (Ampere)
(X) s Angular frequency (Radians/Second)
The condition that the frequency be low corresponds to the assxmad
condition that the dimensions of the antenna system be small relative to
6
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the wave length. The equivalent generator currents for other forms of
small antennas may be calculated In the sane manner.
If the Indoced charge on a saall antenna of arbitrary form can
be detetnained, equation 3 may be used to define a new sansitiylty
parameter a«. This parameter can be termed the "equivalent area"




For a flush antenna, this reduces to the area S enclosed by the slot.
This paraaeter, like 1^, is function of the pca*ticular antenna con-
figuration. The equation for the equivalent generator current may bo
written for the general case as
Is = j<*> t.E t^r (7)
Since the two equivalent generator circuits apply equally well to
the same antenna, there must exist a relationship between the sensiti-
vity parameters 1^ and a^. An expression for the equivalent generator
current may be obtained by dividing the open-circuit voltage V^ by the
antenna impedance. For all very small antennas of the dipole type the
resistance component of the imp«danoe is sufficiently siaall so that the
equivalent generator impedance may be represented by a pure capacitance
C^, Equating this result to the expression for the current given by
equation 7 results, upon simplification, in
cue
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The eqiilTfldent aireft is thus proportional to the product of the antenna
capacitance and the effective length.
2. Grouz^ Plane Effects
The extension of the preceding discussion to protruding antennas
can best be accomplished by considering the coz>ducting body on which
the antenna is aounted as a ground plane "against" which the radiator
is driven. This requires separation of antenna and ground plane effects,
For a saall flush antenna located on the sxirface of a conducting
body the determination of the induced charge due to an inpressed static
field permits evaluation of a^ and the equivalent generator current.
If the diaensions of a sBall protruding antenna are mall relative to
the radius of curvature on which it is aounted, the ratio of induced
charges on a flush auntenna and a protruding antenna should be very
nearly the saae as the corresponding ratio when both antennas are
located on a plane conductor. The ar^iaents applied above to the calcu-
lation of induced charge on flush antennas nay thus be extended to
protruding antennas.
The effect of the conducting body on the systen sensitivity is
apparent if equation 6 is written in the fora
a, = -?- . 4^ (9)
where Eq is the electric field noraal to the conducting surface due to










q/f«£Q is taken as the sensltirity paraaeter for the antenna on an
infinite plane eoodxictor and the factor Eq/Eo repreventa the effect of
the conducting body*
If the conducting bodj is saall relatiTe to a waTelength, electro-
static solutions wmj be used to deteraine the ratio Eq/Eq* According to
Saythe []6 J this ratio attains a Biaxiicum Talue of 2 for a long cylindrical
conductor and 3 for a sphere as Illustrated in Figxire i. The sensitivity
paraioeter of a snail antenna counted on such conducting surfaces is
increased by this aaount orer Its Talue on a plane conductor.
A geonetrical fom of particular interest is the prolate spheroid
because of its reseablance to an aircraft fuselafe. Spheroidal solutions
ay be used to calculate the factor Eq/Eq for spheroids haring rarious
ajor-to-ninor-axis ratios. The results are shown in Figures 5 and 6
for the iicpressed field respectirely parallel and perpendicular to the
ajor axis of the spheroid. For polarisation parallel to the aajor axis
the ralues of £|^o ^^* Isrge near the end of the conductor. This
deBonstx>ates the advantage of locating the antenna near an extreoity
of a conducting body (as Is done vith wing-cap and tail-cap antennas)
provided that an vmdesirable radiation pattern does not result froB
such a location. For polarisation perpendicular tc the cajor axis the
factor Eq/Eq approaches 2 for aost of the length of relatively thin
spheroids. The lisiting case is an infinitely long cylinder for which
the value is exactly 2.
The case of arbitrary Incidence of the iupressed field relative
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of the above cases. SuperlEposlng the results for parallel axKi perpen-
dicular polarization with proper anplitudes results in a radiation
pattern which nay be shown to be a siaple dipole pattern for any location
on the spheroid. The orientation of the pattern depends on the location
on the spheroid and the aJor-to-vinor-axlB ratio of the spheroid.
?ig\a*e 7 shows the angle between the radiation null and the najor axis






The discussion in Chapter II is ooncemed vith analTtieal solutions
for the sensitiTitj peraaeters of antennas which are of relatively sisple
configuration. The general derelopiient suggests an experimental approach
which May be used in detervlnlng the oharaoteristics of more complex
aystea««
Suppose that a conducting xodel of an aircraft is iflnersed in a
unifom electrostatic field of known intensity. If the charge induced
on a snail probing antenna aounted on the aodel can be determined, the
sensitivity parameter for that particular location may be calculated.
The probing antenna mist be amall compared to the dimensions of the model
at the particulflLT location to minlBlse the perturbations of the field due
to the presence of the antenna. The orientation of the low frequency
radiation pattern may be determined by repeating the measurement of charge
for various angles of incidence of the impressed static field relative
to the aircraift. Typical patterns are shown in figure 8.
Orientation of the aircraft model with the longitudinal axis of
the fuselage p>erpendicular to the iirpressed field duplicates a condition
noraally encountered in low frequency aircraft raiiation systems. This
is the equivalent of a vertically polarized plane wave approaching the
aircraft from any asimuth angle. The increase in sensitivity of any
all antenna when located at a given point on the airframe can be
determined for this case if the ratio Eq/Eq can be evaluated. The
U
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ratio En/E© i» called the cxirvature factor (noruallj for the ertically
polarised ease, although it can be specified for any angle of incidence
of the field.) The cux^ature factor for a given airfrane location maj
be detemined by aeasuring the induced charge on a small antenna of any
conTenient ahape v^en it is nounted first on the aodel aircraft and then
on the ground plane.
In actual practice the ratio Eq/Eo for any particular location on
tha aodel ia sore accvorately detexnoined fro* the charge pattern obtained
toy aeasureBents at Tarioua orientations relatiTe to the static field.
It Bay be shown that the charge induced on the aodel for vertical
(>olarisation of the incident ware is equal to the aaxiaua charge at that
location vultiplied by the cosine of the tilt angle. Since the charge
pattern raries with the aodel orientation in the aaae aaaner as the
radiation pattern of a dipole, a polar plot of the charge variation
should resxxlt in two tangent circles of equal diaaeter. The experi-
entally deterained values seldoa produce exact circles when plotted,
due to errors in the Beaauraaant technique. The values of mlxIbub
charge and tilt angle are deterained froa the circles best approxisated
by the experimental values. Oeternination of Eq/E^ in this aanner
akas use of all the aeasurenents at a particular test location rather
than a single easureaent.
The sensitivity parameter for a particular antenna nay be deternined
by Bodeling the antenna tc a laurger scale and making accurate measurements
of the charge induced when this model is mounted on a graood plane. The
increased site makes it possible to reproduce details of the antenna
12
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construction which eiffect its characteristics, but which are not necessarj
for the determination of the cxirrature factor, Th« equiTalent area of the
scale Bodel thus determined maj be converted to the ralue for the full-
scale antenna fron the knowledge that for two geosetrically siiLilar
antennas the ratio of the equiralent areas is the square of the linear
scale factor, with the larger antenna baring the larger equivalent area.
The sensitivitj parasMter for the full-scale antenna Boucted on the air-
craft Bay be calculated bj miltiplTing the ground plane value thus
determined by the curvature factor appropriate to the desired location*
This investigation is primmrilj coocemed with the effects of the
airfrane configuration on the characteristics of saall antennas. As
shown in Chapter II, the sensitivity p>ara»eter is proportional to the
product C^l«. For a particulair emtenna the determination of the full-
scale equivalent area together with the precise Beasurenent of C^
permits the separation of this product into its compooent values C^ &ndl
1^. Since these parameters are a fvmction of the antenna design and not
of the airfraae configuration, the •asureaeat of C^ is not required
in this study.
u




Maasxir^BaDts of the •qulvalent dlpole tilt angle (orientation of
the radiation null) and the curvature factor were obtained In the
electrostatic oage. Figure 9 Is a sketch of the cage shoving the conduct-
Ing end plates vith surrounding guai*d-ring vires and resistance voltag*
divider to mlnlalse fringing of the field.
The Bodel to be neasured is aounted on an Insulated shaft vith
the fuselage centerllne perpendicular to the shaft. Prorisions mist be
Mbde for Mounting the aodel ac either the top or the botton of the
fuselage to place the shaft as far as possible fron the points at vhich
•astsrements are to be taken. The insvdated shaft passes through the
electrostatic oage at the center parallel to the conducting end plates*
The ends of the shaft are Bounted in bearings permitting orientation of
the Bodel at any desired angle relative to the incident field.
A rigid probe vas developed for removing the charged probing
antenna from the oage. The antenna is fixed in a short section of
Teflon threaded on a four inch length of one-eighth inch dianeter Nylon
rod. This provides the necessary stiffness vith the inimni perturba-
tion of the field in the vicinity of the antenna. It also provides
excellent insxilation of the charged antenna, Uniting the leakage of the
probing system to orders of magnitude smaller than the measxirement
capabilities of the electrometer. The Nylon rod is attached to a Fiber-
glas rod of larger diameter approximately three feet in length. This
allovs positioning of the antenna in a small location hole at the
vx
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desired fuselage staticm from outside the electrostatic cage.
The d-c field is impressed with the astetma in place on the nodel
causing a separation of charge. The antenna is renoved vd.th the induced
charge while the field is still present. Although reaoral of the antenna
disturbs the charge distribution both on the aircraft and the antenna, the
total quantity of charge reaored renains the saBe. The field is then
reaored and the charged antenna placed inside a brass cup at the input
of a sensitlTe electrometer. This brass cup, which is shielded bj another
coaxial grounded cylinder, acts as a Faradaj "ice-pail" since its capa-
citance to ground is independent of the si»e or shape of the charged
body placed in it. The Toltage on this capacitor therefore depends
only on the charge it has receiTed. Typical values of Measured charge
for this study ranged fron 35 to iX5 Bioro-nicro-coulombs at the radia-
tion pattern Baxiaun. The experiaent was conducted with a d-c potential
of 17.5 kiloTolts iaptressed across the conducting end plates of the
electrostatic cage. This ooi*responds to a field intensity of approxi-
Mttely 11,000 Tolta per aeter.
Figiare 10 is photograph of the facilities described abore under
actual neasureaent conditions.
The prolate spheroid and the different wing and tail assemblies with
which Yarious aircraft configtu*ations are sitmilated are shown in Figure 11.
In order to dinension the prolate spheroid properly a survey was made of
a number of representative aircraft. The average fuselage length-to-
diaaeter ratio of 9.08 for the various aircraft led to the choice of a
911 aajor-to-atnor axis ratio for the spheroid. The length of the
15
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spheroid was chosen as 27 inches, Bolljahn \_f\ has ahovm that with a
spacing of 60 inches between the end plates of the electrostatic cage^
this length is an optimuin size for obtaining measurable charge without
producing uxKiesirable perturbations of the field due to images.
The principal dimensions of the other airframe components were
similarly related to the fuselage length and the ratios averaged to
determine the sizes and shapes of the simulating components. Figures
12, 13, and L4 are photo^af^s of three configurations illustrating the
flexibility of the mock-up in simulating complete airframes.
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CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The discussion which follows Is based on the results of an
inrestlgatlon conducted by the writer [^^3^°^ Stanford Research Insti-
tute during the ten-^veek industrial experience tour of duty.
1. Measurenents on Prolate Spheroid Mook-Up
The equirailent dipole tilt angle and the eurrature factor wmj be
calculated for different posltiona on the prolate spheroid from the field
equations aa dlaouaaed in Chapter II. This waa done for the prolate
spheroid used in this study as a check oo the calibration of the entire
systeia. figure 15 is a plot of the calculated ralues with the erperiaent-
ally detemined Talues super liq)osed. The close a^eeaent of experlnental
and calculated Talues is ind lost ire of the accixracy of Beasurefflent
obtainable with this systea.
A low-wing configuration was chosen to illustrate the Incremental
effects of the rarious airframe components as they are added to the prolate
spheroid in logical succession. The results are shown for top centerline
stations in Figtu*e 16 and bottom centerline statlonj^ In Figure 17. In the
former case the tilt angle cunre shifts forward as the wing is added and
backward with the addition of the horlsontal stabilizer. The only other
change is the decrease In tilt angle at stations near the tall with the
addition of the Tertioal fin. The wing alone raises the eurrature factor
along the top of the fuselage, but the major effect is the rapid decrease
in curvature factor near the tail when the Tertlcal fin is added.
17
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For the stations along the bottom centerllne of the fuselage the
addition of the vlng has little effect on the tilt angle forward of the
wing centerline. There is an initial increase in tilt angle aft of the
wing, followed by a continual decrease as succeeding components are added.
An increase in currature factor due to the addition of the horizontal
•tabiliser and the Tertical fin accompanies the decrease in tilt angle
at stations near the tail and aakes the shielding effect of the wing more
pronounced. The addition of nacelles further increases the shielding
effect forward of the wing along the bottom of the fuselage but has
negligible effect on the top stations.
As the position of a straight (0-degre« aweepback) wing alone is
raried froa top to bottom on the spheroid, there is rery little shift in
the position of sero tilt angle. However , there is a continual decrease
iA tilt angle at all stations, as shown in Figure 18. This data is
plotted for the top centerline stations only since the curves for win^
positions above the center at those stations gives the data for wing
positions below the center for the bottom stati:>ns with tilt angle signs
reversed. The curvature factor rises along the length of the spheroid
as the wing is moved down. The intemiediate wing positions cause only
a general rise at all stations, while the extreme wing positions reveals
the shielding effect of the wing when located at the top of the fuselage,
axkd an opposite effect d\M to the increased fringing of the field to the
fuselage when the wing is at the bottom.
Fig\ire 19 shows the effect of varying the position of a wing
having 35 degrees of sweep-back. Again the position of zero tilt angle
18
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is ne&rlj the same for all wing locations vlth a decrease in tilt angle
that is erident only for stations foivard of this position. Zero tilt
angle occurs near the trailing edge of the ving in contrast to its
location near the wing certerline for the straight wing. The overall
shielding effect of the swept-baok wing is appeirent in the smaller changes
in ourrature factor at stations aft of the spheroid center as the wing
position is changed. The largest rariations in cuznrature factor occur at
the forward stations and over the wing, resulting from localised shielding
of the wljog root*
The addition of the horisontal stabiliser (Figure 20) causes a shift
of the tilt angle cux*ve toward the tail and decreases the tilt angle
in the vicinity of the stabiliser for both top and botton stations. The
ourrature factor variation with position on the spheroid is very nearly
the saae as with the wing alone*
The vertical fin, which ccnpletes the siaulated aircraft, produces
the Bost Murked effects, particularly on the curvature factor* Figure 21
shows that the tilt angle oxu^e flattens out as the fin is approached along
the top of the fuselage* A general decrease in tilt angle occurs at all
the bottoB stations aft of the wing. The curvature factor for the top
stations decreases rapidly in tha vicinity of the vertical fin, although
for the higfa-wing config\iration the general level axkd treads for the
forward stations reaain unchanged. The curvature factor for the low-wing
position is reduced to the sane level as for the mid-wing position. Along
the bottom centerline the addition of the fin increases the curvature factor
for the mid-wing position but decreases it for the high-wing position.
At stations behind the wing the curvature factor for the low-wing
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Figures 22, 23, and 2A indicate the effect of wing sveepbaek for
high. Bid, axtd low-wing configurations. The shape of the tilt angle
cunre is similar for both wing styles at all three positions but a
decided rearward shift is apparent for the swept-back wing. The general
Ivrel of the cxirrature factor ourres is the saae at eaoh wing i>osition
for both wing types. The swept-back wing causes a shift toward the tail
of the aazlma ralue of currature factor at the high and nld-wing posi-
tional and a shift rearward of the Binimm Talue at the low-wing position.
Data obtained froa a aook-up of a delta-wing aircraft is included
in Figure 23. For top oenterllne stations the curvature factor is the
saae as for the straight wing configuration. The tilt angle is nearly
the arerage of the Talues for straight and mrept-back wings over the
forward half of the fuaalage. lloog the botton of the fuselage the
curvature factor is again the mlb* as for the straight wing. As the
test station is BOTed rearward beneath the wing, a linear decrease in
ounrature factor occurs. When the trailing edge of the wing is reached
the curvature factor rises abruptly.
Variations in rertical fin configuration w«re Bade at the low-
wing position for both straight and swept-back wings. Figure 25
indicates a decrease in tilt angle at stations near the tail as the
vertical fin area is Increased. The addition of the three snail fins
causes a general Increase in the curvature factor for both top and
20
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bottom statlona, while the large single fin affects only stations along
th« bottoB of the fuselage particularly near the tail. The data for the
swept-back wing presented in Figure 26 shows little effect on either
quantity with a change in the vertical fin sise.
2. Predictions and Measurenents on Aircraft Models
The results so far hare been general, in that they deal with a
sintdated aircraft whose ooaponents were determined from the arerage
of a Duaber of actual aircraft. Since the intent of this study is to
increase the accuracy in predicting the characteristics of a particular
aircraft, these general results were used to predict the rariations in
currature factor and tilt angle for fire different representatiTe aircraft,
The nethod of using the general curres for prediction is beat
illustrated by describing the step-by-step procedure for predicting the
characteristics of the P2V aircraft. The P2V is a twin-engine aircraft
having a large single rertical tail. The wing location is between the
nid-wing and high aid-wing configurations sivulated with the prolate
spheroid. Interpolation of the curres for aid-wing and high-wing
configtirations in Figure L4 should take into aecoxmt all the airfrane
variations except for the nacelles. The aaotait of interpolation for the
wing position is indicated by the curves of Figure 11 for the wing
alone on the spheroid. Figures 9 and 10 indicate an effect due to the
nacelles on the fuselage stations nearest the nacelles. Because of the
central location of the P2V wing, the effect on the curvature factor will
in all probability be saall and apparent only at the top stations which
« ri*lv Ifisis Y®f^^ ' •. tenag nearf ^.y^rf lul oe ailirBtii oi'?
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ar« adjacent to the nacelles.
Comparisons of the actual model Teasurenents with the predicted
characteristics are shown in Figures 20 through 24 for the fiye air-
craft. The curves indicate an ability to predict the shape of the curva-
ture factor aiid tilt angle curves. The prediction of the cross-over
point for the tilt angle and the general level of the curvature factor
is influenced largely by departures in detail of configuration from
the idealised model used for simulation.
One effect of these details appears in Figure 20 with the low
curvature factor on both the top and the bottom of the fuselage. This
is attributable to the flattened cross-section of the P2V fuselage.
The location of an antenna on a surface for which the radius of curva-
ture is small relative to the antenna site results in a radical departure
of the curvature factor from the predicted value. This effect is illu-
strated in the curves for the OC-6, P-&4, and F-86 models by the sharp
rise in curvature factor at stations near the tail due to dorsal exten-
sion of the vertical fins.
The tilt angle curves for all the aircraft fall forward of the
predicted curves. This is reasonable since the aircraft tend more
toward a tear-^irop fuselage shape in longitudinal cross-section than to
the syimr.etry of the spheroid.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
This study proTides Buch InfonT^atlon of a general natiore concerning
lov-freqtienoj aircraft antenna characteristics. Explicit trends due to
the configuration sure clearly Indicated. The longitudinal position of
the vlng largely determines the location of sero tilt angle, though
this is Influenced slightly by the sise and shape of the tall as««Bblj.
The Tertlcal position of the wing is the controlling factor In the
general leTel of the curvature factor for both top and bottoa stations.
The curvature factor will be higher on the top or the bott(» of the
fuselage depending on which is farther from the plane of the wing.
Sweepback in the wing plan-form causes the looalised effects in the
region of the wing root to spread orer a greater length of the fuselage.
The Tertlcal fin sise is the predominant factor in the localized effects
at stations near the tall. As the sise is increased the currature factor
decreased more rapidly on the top of the fuselage in the vicinity of the
fin. The tilt angle decreases less rapidly near the tall with an increase
in the vertical fin sise. The nacelles provide only localised effects
on the stations nearest them.
The comparison of the actual model toeasurements with the predictions
based on the general curves indicates the need for more information
concerning the smaller details of the aircraft configuration. The
predictions are not sufficiently accurate for use as design information
unless modified to Include these effects. The modifications to the
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betic lnfoz*matlon can be obtained by continual coBtparlson of the cuirves
for specific aircraft vith the general cxurres. In this Banner the effects
of the snaller details in configuration naj be identified and used to
provide more accurate pjredlctlcna. Further einploy»eiit of the electro-
static Beasurenent technique in the studj of low-frequency aircraft
antenna characteristics should include a prograii of correlation vlth
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NOTE O INDICATES LOCATION OF TEST POSITION.
STATION NUMBERS INDICATE % OF FUSELAGE LENGTH.
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FIG 15
CURVATURE FACTOR AND TILT ANGLE FOR A SMALL ANTENNA
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FIG Zl
EFFECT OF WING POSITION ON SPHEROID
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FIG 25
EFFECT OF VERTICAL FIN CONFIGURATION
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EFFECT OF VERTICAL FIN CONFIGURATION
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Effects of airframe coaflg-
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